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One Hundred Years of Wilmington Jazz 
This special issue of Dreamstreets presents a pictorial story of jazz by Wilmington 
jazz artists. It also serves as a supplement to my book Boysie’s Horn, a sort of 
primer that tells the same story in words and with greater detail, especially with 
a social and cultural context. 

Like the literary history of the region, the story of the city’s musical 
history is one that has largely been untold even though local artists, whether 
literary or musical, played a contributing role on the national stage. In both cases, 
irretrievably lost works or those buried by marginalization and obfuscation have 
had to be brought to our attention in order for us to become aware of these lost 
local legacies. 

The unique thing about the beginnings of Wilmington’s jazz history is that 
it began at the same time as the music that sprang from New Orleans, namely 
that which is called “Dixieland,” with Paul F. Thompson’s Dixieland Band and 
proceeded throughout the 1920s and ‘30s with music that’s lost to us. Only 
photographs and spoken references remain. It is not until the 1940s do we have a 
few recordings from those who made music, and not until the 1950s that the full 
bloom of Wilmington’s great jazz artists become realized. 

The story of Wilmington jazz could not be told without the steady and 
steadfast contribution of Robert “Boysie” Lowery, who nurtured the 
aspirations of nearly every jazz musician throughout the 1940s and ‘50s until 
his passing in the 1990s.  

In this special issue of Dreamstreets are some links to music videos of some 
of the more rare recordings from Wilmington jazz artists from the 1940s through 
to recent times. Also in this issue is an article from local musician and music 
history buff Larry Williams as well as a book review of Mezz Mezzrow’s 1946 
Really the Blues. Mezzrow was a jazz musician during the first half of the 20th 
century who, in his book, gives the genesis of jazz a context from a number of 
perspectives, most importantly from that of a white Jew living in a Black world 
through which jazz developed up to the advent of the bebop era of the late 1940s. 

–– Steven Leech
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JAZZ: An Untapped Ocean 
Some Thoughts on the Music and the Local Scene 

Larry Williams 
The Earth, as we know it, is, for the most part, – liquid planet. At least 75% of 
Earth's surface is covered by water. Yet man has far more knowledge about the 
vast expanse of space, than he does about the ocean. Vast stretches of our 
underwater world are still undiscovered. A reader may, at this point, begin to 
wonder what possible connection the undiscovered ocean might have with jazz. 
As viewed from the local scene (i.e. my home town, Wilmington, Delaware. and 
the surrounding areas), I have found that there is a parallel between the two. 

A quick look at history may help explain my theory. Jazz, as an American 
art form has existed since just before the dawn of the 20th century, when 
composers such as Scott Joplin were writing pieces known as Ragtime. From 
there, Jazz evolved into New Orleans Dixieland, to Big Band Swing, to Boogie 
Woogie, to mid-40s Bebop, to Hard Bop of the 1950s, to the Free Jazz and Soul 
Jazz which dominated the '60s, to '70s Fusion, to the resurgence of Jazz via the 
reincarnation of  ‘50s and '60s Jazz and Smooth Jazz of the last 20-25 years. In 
little more than a century, the music has taken on oceanic proportions. 

What this means is that there have been countless numbers of tunes, both 
standard and original, composed and recorded by jazz musicians across the 
years. Much of this music has remained on 33 1/3 vinyl albums, 45/78 RPM 
singles, or CD's untouched and unheard. In my own experience, I can say with 
certainty that the tunes that are being performed by local musicians are just the 
shallow surface of the deep, vast ocean that is jazz. 

Having been in and around music all my life (literally), and having been a 
record collector for the majority of it, I've had the pleasure of hearing tunes in 
many musical genres. Being a collector has also proven to be an advantage 
especially for hearing jazz because exposure on radio and television is almost 
non-existent today. When I was growing up during the ‘50s and 60s, the 
landscape was different. Music was everywhere. Jazz was heard both live and on 
jukeboxes in neighborhood bars and clubs, and in homes on record players (the 
ancestors of CD and MP3 players). And the latest jazz recordings could always 
be found at the local record shops around town which, sad to say, don't exist 
anymore. 

As I mentioned earlier, my observation has been that only the surface 
1evel of jazz compositions have been performed by the local musicians, and 
generally, they have been the same tunes, as if the composer's inspiration ran dry 
after writing that piece. Many tunes of this type have come to form a kind of 
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"ccmfort zone" that musicians seem content to stay in. To illustrate, at jam 
sessions, if a piece by Horace Silver is called, most likely it will be "Song For My 
Father." If Duke Ellington, either "Satin Doll" or Billy Strayhorn's "Take The A 
Train." Other tunes of this type which are commonly played are "Blue Bossa" 
(Kenny Dorham), "All Blues" and "So What" (Miles [Davis), "Conformation" 
(Charlie Parker), as well as a handful of "Standards." When one has a paying gig, 
the norm is for musicians to bring their fakebooks along and program their sets 
from them. While I agree that it' s an easy way to work, I also feel that it leads to 
a certain amount of staleness in performance and a lack of freshness in 
presentation. 

The group of musicians that I currently work with all agree that 
presenting compositions to audiences that haven't heard them in years (or not at 
all), is a great way of keeping the music fresh. Besides, many jazz giants such as 
Diz, Bird, Miles, Coltrane, Clifford Brown, Lee Morgan, Horace Silver, Hank 
Mobley and many others have composed pieces that are just too good and too 
"hip" to be ignored. Our public performances of such material have borne this 
out, proving that daring to be different works. 

But why are musicians on the local scene content to play the same tunes 
year after year and never go beyond the tunes that they know? One answer to 
this question is a lack of exposure: if one is not an avid listener or collector, 
there's a good chance that he or she will not have heard tunes beyond the most 
popular ones, which may explain why many tunes that have been neglected for 
years may sound brand new to both musicians and listeners. Another, deeper 
answer is the fear factor. There are many jazz compositions that are not easily 
learned without effort. This requires rehearsal (which seems to be a dirty word 
these days), and a willingness to accept the challenge of tackling more difficult 
pieces. It may be helpful to remember that the masters very often had to spend 
time scuffling with their material before they were able to make it sound so 
flawless on record. 

In conclusion, I would like to see a time come when' all the local "cats" 
would begin to probe the depths of the jazz ocean, and discover tunes that they 
could perform. There's so much out there to hear and play, that we may never 
reach the ocean floor. 



Willard Burns Chippey, shown here playing the violbone, an instrument of 
his own invention, was a musician in Paul F. Thompson’s Dixieland Band 
from the early 20th century in Wilmington. Thompson’s band had the dis-
tinction to be an integrated ensemble.
Courtesy of Delaware Historical Society

Illustrations
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The Radio Boys, later to become Henry “Peck” Morris’ Radio Boys. The 
band was Wilmington’s first fully developed jazz band in the 1920s. Hen-
ry “Peck” Morris is the second from the left, with the trumpet.
Courtesy of Morris family Archive

Sam Wooding’s Chocolate Dandies. Wooding is in the center sitting in the 
easy chair. (public domain)
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Betty Roché, born in Wilmington on January 9, 1920, was the first local artist to 
record nationally, first with the Savoy Sultans but mostly with Duke Ellington 
in the 1940s to early 50s. She had three solo albums in the mid 1950s and early 
1960s.  (public domain)
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Ads from the  
Wilmington Herald Times 

December 1941
University of Delaware

Morris Library microfilm
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The Deuces of Rhythm. On baton, likely Laddie Springs. Front row L-R: Louis Randolph, Robert 
“Boysie” Lowery, Mr. Horse Collar, Billy Jackson, & Bud Lowery. Back row L-R: Jimmy Turner, Robert 
Townsend, & Daisy Winchester, who in 1940 recorded “You’ve Got to go When the Wagon Comes” 
with emerging recording artist Louis Jordan and his Tympany Five. Photo likely at Club Harlem, (Club 
Baby Grand after World War II). Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive
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Robert “Boysie” Lowery, musician, teacher, and mentor to nearly 
every Wilmington jazz musician from Clifford Brown and Lem 

Winchester to those who continue to play jazz to this day.
 (public domain)
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Rob Cordrey, Ralph Morris, and Preston Johnson 
played together in the1940s

Photo credits—lt: obituary; ctr: Steven Leech; rt: Floyd VonRiper

Ralph Morris, left, with Clifford Brown 
Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive

Photos of Clifford Brown/Max Roach Quintet 
at Baby Grand 

Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive 
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Maurice Sims was Wilmington’s sec-
ond Black radio DJ at WTUX and the 
first to broadcast Clifford Brown’s first 
recording of “Ida Red.”
Gloria Rashada, 
Delaware Valley Star

In a photo taken in the Club Baby Grand, on the right is Ida 
Mae Wade, Clifford Brown’s lady friend who inspired his first 
commercial recording, “Ida Red,” with Chris Powell and the 
Blue Flames in 1952. In the center is Irvin Sims, Maurice Sims’ 
older brother, with his wife Virginia.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson archive
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Lem Winchester
Scott Davidson archive
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Lem Winchester with his adoptive parents, 
William J. and Bessie Winchester

Courtesy of Scott Davidson archive

Mitch Thomas, Del-
aware’s first Black 
radio personality, 
often acted as Mas-
ter of Ceremonies 
at the Club Baby 
Grand. He also had 
a Saturday after-
noon dance show on 
local television.
Courtesy of Michael 
Thomas
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The Joe Davis Trio. Joe is playing bass on the left. Preston Johnson on piano and 
vibes in the center, and Doug Holland on guitar. It was on Preston Johnson’s 
vibraphone that Lem Winchester began to learn to play the instrument. Photo 
was probably taken in The Spot, 703 French Street in Wilmington.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson archive
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Lem Winchester, Wilmington police 
officer by day, jazz musician by night, 
though often he whistled a tune on his 
beat, sometimes ducking into the Sans 
Souci to work out a tune on the vibes 
he kept stored there.
Courtesy of Maurice Sims 
Archive

Lem Winchester, on the left, with an early ensemble 
consisting of Doug Holland on guitar, Danny Settles 
on bass, Preston Johnson on piano, and Coleman Allen 
on saxophone.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive
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Millie Cannon with the Al Cato Trio at the Round- 
table Inn near 12th & King Streets in Wilming-
ton.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive

Millie Cannon with the Al Cato Trio. On the left is Jim Salvatori on 
drums, Al Cato on bass, Millie Cannon, and Ken Steir on piano.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive
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Jazz singer Millie Cannon with the Al Cato Quintette. Behind Millie, from 
the left are Deanie Jenkins on piano, Ron Smith on tenor saxophone, Purcell 
Street on alto saxophone, Stan Williams on drums, and Al Cato on bass. Ron 

Smith’s father, Chick Smith, had his own band in the late 1930s and early 40s. 
He’d been in high demand from other local bands during this time period as 

an arranger.
Courtesy of Scott Davidson Archive
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Marian Allen owned the 
Sans Souci at 14th & King 
Streets in Wilmington. Her 
club, kind of like the Café 
Society in New York City, 
welcomed jazz lovers from 
all backgrounds, and kept 
the local jazz vibe going 
into the early 1970s.
Courtesy of 
the Linda Sobieski Archive
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In this depiction of the Sans Souci at 14th & King
Streets in Wilmington, done in needle point by 
owner Marian Allen’s daughter Linda Sobieski, 
was one of the major jazz clubs in the city. In 
business for twenty years during the post war
era of the 1950s into the 1970s, the Sans Souci 
hosted a plethora of talented jazz artists and was 
akin to the Café Society in New York City in that 
it welcomed all regardless of racial background 
whether jazz performer or audience member.

Wilmington’s Sans Souci Club
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At the Sans Souci

Two candid photos from the 
Sans Souci

On the left, Preston Johnson at the

piano accompanying singer Rose 

Montgomery.
Courtesy of 
the Linda Sobieski Archive

On the right, Lem Winchester on vibra-
phone.
Courtesy of Delaware Historical Society
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Kelly Williams drove into 
Wilmington one day in the late 
1950s from Virginia, had the
car radio on and heard some
jazz coming through. She 
stopped and made a phone call 
to the station, and asked the DJ
where she might find a job
singing. The DJ suggested she 
try Wilmington’s Sans Souci.
Before too long she found a 
regular gig at the club where
she found a local fan base.
Shown here she performs with local jazz pianist Pat Pratta. By the 
the early 1960s she left town for the west coast. No one seems to
know if she found any success there.
Scott Davidson research collection related to Lem Winchester, 
University of Delaware Library, Newark, De.

Jazz singer Kelly Williams was a fan fave at the 
Sans Souci during the late 1950s
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William (Dutch) Burton, shown seated here 
with Ralph Morris at the piano, was a Wilm-

ington City Councilman who was refused ser-
vice in 1958 in a Wilmington restaurant under 

the city’s Jim Crow policies, while clubs like 
the Club Baby Grand and the Sans Souci wel-

comed patronage without discrimination. After 
Burton sued, the U. S. Supreme Court fi nally 

ruled in his favor in 1961.
photo by Steven Leech
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After Ralph Morris was refused service as a guest on radio pio-
neer Joe Pyne’s radio show, which he broadcasted live in a local 
restaurant, Pyne threatened to immediately end his broadcast if 
Ralph was not served. The restaurant relented and Ralph was 
served.
(public domain)
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Cole and Sonny Stitt as well as performing with and mentoring 
many up and coming jazz artists. He performed at Wilming-
ton’s The Flight Deck on the day the venue close down for good.
All photos courtesy of the Morris family archive

Wilmington jazz 
pianist Gerald “Ju-
nie” Price, shown on 
the right and below 
with jazz singer Jus-
tine Keeys, known 
professionally as 
Miss Justine, with 
whom he recorded 
and performed. Af-
ter moving to Phil-
adelphia to keep his 
career alive, Gerald 
recorded with Richie 
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The Modernists with Danny Settles on bass, Gerald Price on piano, Lem 
Winchester on vibes, Billy Davis on drums, and Sylvester (Papa Dee) Al-
len on congas. Both photos courtesy of Scott Davidson archive.

Below the Modernists perform at Saint Andrew’s School in March 1960.
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Gerald Price obituary from February 29, 1996
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Boysie Lowery obituary September 5, 1996
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Mitch Thomas obituary from February 13, 1999
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From the left: Gerald Chavis, Vernon James, Leander Howell, Larry Williams, 
Joe Kearney, Harry Spencer, Nate Davenport, Gregory Robinson, Darryl Pay-
ton, Gregory Davis, James Dixon, and Joe “Sly” Smithers.
Courtesy of Larry Williams Archive

The Boysie Lowery Alumni Band

Wilby Fletcher Larry Unthank

A New Generation of Wilmington Jazz Artists

Fletcher Memorial Brochure (Public Domain)
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Music videos of rare, historic, and recent 
performance by Wilmington Jazz musicians.

(Hover mouse over photos and click) 

Daisy Winchester was 
the first Wilmington 
jazz artist to record 
commercially with 
Louis Jordan’s 
Tympany Five in 1940 
https://www.facebook.com/10916088 
7207338/videos/656684521531240 

Betty Roché with the 
Duke Ellington 
Orchestra from the 1943 
movie Reveille with 
Beverly
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=cb2w2m1JmCY

Probably Betty Roché’s 
most rare recording 
with members of Duke 
Ellington’s Orchestra, 
reportedly with the 
addition of a subdued 
performance by Max 
Roach on drums from about 
1952 
https://www.facebook.com/10916088 
7207338/videos/901266040533235

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=656684521531240
https://cometoverhollywood.com/2016/09/19/musical-monday-reveille-with-beverly-1943/
https://www.facebook.com/10916088 7207338/videos/901266040533235
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cb2w2m1JmCY
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Clifford Brown’s 
earliest known 
recording with Boysie 
Lowery around the late 
1940s 
https://www.facebook.com/10916088 
7207338/videos/197244051487529

Recording of “Byas A 
Drink” by combo with 
Bob Cordrey, Ralph 
Morris & Preston 
Johnson from late 1940s 
https://www.facebook.com/10916088 
7207338/videos/426361161623156 

From Lem Winchester’s 
first LP with the John 
Chowning Collegiates, 
summer 1957 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1 
HCsE6GA0xc

Millie Cannon with the 
Al Cato Quintette from 
around 1963 
https://
www.facebook.com/1091608872073
38/videos/412154496405918

https://www.facebook.com/109160887207338/videos/197244051487529
https://www.facebook.com/109160887207338/videos/426361161623156
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1HCsE6GA0xc
https://www.facebook.com/1091608872073 38/videos/412154496405918
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Gerald Price with 
singer Justine Keeys 
from early 1990s 
https://www.facebook.com/10916088
7207338/videos/998427787200716 

A full concert from the 
Boysie Lowery Big 
Band in the 1990s. 
Duration is a little over 
two hours 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V
QSRteC6ZAw

A live recording of Lem 
Winchester’s tune “The 
Kids,” from his final 
LP. Recorded in the 
early 2000s, band 
members include Jeff 
Knottner on piano, 
Vernon James on alto

sax, George Wilkerson on drums, Farid Majeed on 
trumpet, Justin Sekoluski on bass, and Larry 
Williams on tenor saxophone 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFwUOVHCObA

https://www.facebook.com/109160887207338/videos/998427787200716
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQSRteC6ZAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZFwUOVHCObA
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Mezz, Jive and Jazz History
Steven Leech

He learned to play the horn in reform school when he was a kid in a world at 
war in the early years of a pandemic. He was Milton Mesirow, a Russian Jewish 
kid growing up in Chicago. All his life he was a jazz purist getting in on those 
earliest days of the art form, on the heels of Ragtime and the dawning of Delta 
Blues and the music coming out of Storyville in New Orleans. 

Out of the hoodoo mix of music Mezz, as he would be called when he 
began to commune with other musicians, realized early that the music he dug 

was created by Black folk going back 
before Louis Armstrong. That music 
and marijuana opened the door to 
strike up a rapport, then a bond as the 
years wore on into the Prohibition 
strapped twenties and the intimate life 
style of America’s separated, 
segregated gift to American culture. 
All of it is demonstrated and declared 
in Mezz Mezzrow’s classic 1946 
autobiography Really the Blues. 

Written largely in metaphoric 
hyperbole, jive talk, in colorful 
conversational patterns, Mezz gets to 
the core of jazz culture during the 
1920s into the 1930s in Harlem, and 
into the early 1940s when Mezz made 
the best of prison life on New York 
City’s Riker and Hart Islands when he 
was finally busted for selling 
marijuana, specifically New Orleans 

golden leaf, or in the parlance of the day: muta, gage, jive, or muggles. There’s 
even a chapter depicting jive talk in a conversation on a corner in Harlem that’s 
so dense that it warranted a translation in one of the book’s appendices. 

Early on Mezzrow used reefer and turned on a plethora of jazz 
musicians, which enabled all concerned, often referring to themselves as 
“vipers,” to get into the groove, to expand their minds and consciousnesses. 
He even smoked opium with the Purple Gang in Detroit and skirted the 
fringes of the Capone mob in Chicago.  

28
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At the beginning of the 1930s Mezz moved to New York City because a 
critical mass of jazz musicians moved there, spawned by the advent of big 
band swing music that grew, in large part, from the advances in electronic 
recording technology. Some claim the Mezzrow turned on Harlem with 
reefer. When things were getting thin for jazz purist like Mezzrow, selling 
quality jive on the corner helped keep his head above water, but soon life 
turned dire when he became a “hophead,” that is, an opium addict. However, 
after about four years Mezz climbed out of that hole, and his description 
of shaking the habit is frighteningly horrendous. He survived just long 
enough to get busted for dealing. 

Mezz Mezzrow was among the few notables who could “pass” for Black. 
Musician Johnny Otis in the 1950s might be considered another. One official 
document regarding his draft status during World War II listed him a “Negro.” 

Reportedly, the American poet Allen Ginsberg poured over Mezzrow’s 
Really the Blues in 1946 when it was first published, not necessarily because of its 
accounts of jazz history and perhaps not so much for all the references to 
marijuana and opium use, but for a view of the underbelly of American culture. 
Mezzrow hungered for a mixed band for his music and came close on a number 
of occasions but was always stymied by Jim Crow and all its ugly faces. More 
than anything, real American culture developed and is nurtured by the huge 
contribution from our Black folk. There is nothing in our culture that’s 
untouched by Black music and social manners. That is what Mezzrow 
discovered, as well as the mind-expanding ingredient of cannabis. That is what 
Ginsberg was pursuing and trying to capture during the post war 1940s. 
Subsequently, the Beat Movement embraced this marginalized yet 
pervasive aspect of American culture, as had Mezzrow before them. Jazz is 
American music and a huge part of our American culture, an amalgam, and 
a universal solvent if you will, for the sensibilities of ALL our people.    



 “linguistic dexterity, and exceptional musicality. . . . a wild gumbo 
of characters and adventures, politics and class, and the absurdities 
and cruelties of modern life”  

—Jim Daniels, author of Birth Marks and Gun/Shy 

   Order from your local bookstore or bookshop.org        

An engrossing, lushly written, sometimes bleak, but often exuberant 
meditation on human connectedness.
-Kirkus Reviews
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"A mean-spirited fate flings a web of malice and hatred. How far can it reach? 
How many will it ensnare? A masterfully written novel.”

––Arabella S. Bianco
“A non linear novel, yet layered like the petals of a lotus. A personal history made
of elaborate metaphors. Begin anywhere, end up somewhere.”

–– Steven Leech

Click on the cover to buy or Get your copy from: https://
www.saltwatermedia.com/shop/for-the-children-of-the-lotus-

by-douglas-morea
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Every Saturday morning 
from 7 to 10

at WVUD 91.3 fm or WVUD.org
Jazz, Rock n’ Roll, R&B, Rockabilly, 

Broadway, Pop.  Provocative radio made
for listening, not just background






